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Gratefulness, Remorse, a Glad Spirit—A Synergy

Benjamin Franklin: “Those who are wrapped up in themselves make a very small bundle.”

  

 There are several qualities that interact synergistically: gratefulness, remorse, and a glad spirit.

 They work together to make more presence possible, and to help us live increasingly free of the

 self-absorption that Ben Franklin spoke about—a shift from self-centeredness to life-

centeredness.

  

 At first it may sound as if remorse is in a different category from gratefulness and a glad spirit.

 However, paradoxically, cultivating genuine remorse for past and present unskillful words and

 actions helps prime the wellsprings of gratitude and gladness.

                                                                                                                                              

 The way these qualities relate can be illuminated through a look at Naikan, an introspective form

 of self-reflection with roots in Buddhism. Naikan is intended to engender existential remorse—for

 things we’ve done, left undone, and not even recognized—as well as gratitude, as the larger

 picture starts to come into view.

  

 Naikan was originally practiced in solitude, and later in meditative group settings. It was found to

 be particularly useful for those prone to carrying resentments, blame and unforgivingness, as

 well as those who habitually engage in negative filtering, focusing on what’s wrong, what

 happened long ago, or things that may never happen.

  

 There are three Naikan questions, which we don’t usually ask. We raise them in relation to

 significant others in our lives, starting with our parents. Before we go further, pick one

 parent and select a time period between ages 0–8. Earlier is better at first, unless you have

 almost no childhood memories.

  

 It may be helpful to write down the answers.

1st: What did I receive from that parent that was beneficial at the time?

2nd: What did I give back to that parent during that time that was beneficial to them?

3rd: What troubles and difficulties did I cause for that parent during that time?

  

 The relation between Naikan and gratefulness starts to emerge as we focus on remembering how

 much they did for us, which was often unnoticed by us prior to doing this exercise. This makes

 Naikan a skillful use of memory, by allowing us to revisit our early years with a more inclusive

 perspective, not just our views as youngsters. It can be shocking to discover how much we

 prefer to remember what was painful to us than to contemplate how much was done for us.

 (Undeniably, parents do unskillful things; however, that’s not the whole story.)

June Sesshin Enrollment is
 open for the three-day June
 sesshin (Thursday evening,
 June 9, through Sunday,
 June 12). Questhaven
 sesshins tend to fill up
 quickly—If you’d like to
 attend, it would be good to
 apply now. Please use our
 new online application. 
 We’ve added online payment
 via PayPal. So the center
 doesn’t get charged for the
 transaction, there will be a
 small convenience fee. Those
 who do not want to pay this
 fee can still apply online and
 pay with a check or cash.

Membership Dues Zen
 Center members are now
 able to pay dues with PayPal.
 You may pay dues monthly,
 quarterly, semi-annually or
 annually. Payments can also
 be scheduled for automatic
 deduction from a checking
 account or credit card. There
 is a small transaction fee for
 the service which has been
 added to the payment (about
 3%; for a monthly dues
 payment of $30, the fee will
 be $1). We encourage
 members to pay their dues
 with PayPal to help us
 streamline accounting
 procedures at ZCSD.

Announcements

Sesshin Application

Click here to see this
 newsletter online.

If we focus
 primarily on
 painful memories,
 how can
 gratefulness or
 forgiveness
 blossom? 
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 Interestingly, during my own training as a Naikan therapist, several of the participants actually

 dropped out, after discovering that they were unwilling to reconsider their aggrieved attitudes

 and memories about their parents. Instead, they preferred to let grievances rule the day, at least

 at that time.

  

 Doing Naikan practice repeatedly had a transformative impact on my gratefulness for both

 parents. I hadn’t realized that I was in need of forgiveness myself, not just for my attitude, but

 for some unskillful behaviors.

  

 Later, these Naikan questions can be extended to other people for whom we have unresolved

 feelings. Naikan also helps us learn to “see another’s pain as our own.”

  

 Naikan seems the reverse of a common phenomenon back in the ‘60s, where it was in vogue for

 a while to blame our parents for everything—even current problems in our lives or personalities.

 Sadly, if we focus primarily on painful memories, how can gratefulness or forgiveness blossom?

  

 There are additional meditative practices for cultivating gratitude and a glad heart, and attending

 compassionately to the things that block them. One useful way of cultivating these qualities is to

 practice a “gratitude and remorse” meditation at day’s end. Early on, we may not recall much

 that engendered gratitude during the day, even when it would be appropriate. The same is true

 of remorse: rather than justifying the things we said or did, we may begin to recognize the

 difficulties that we have caused others. It can be a revelation to realize that we’ve been fooling

 ourselves, if not others.

  

 Another tool that can help uncover what clouds gratefulness and a glad spirit is WIPITS (“what is

 practice in this situation”).

 The three primary questions are:

1st: What’s going on right now?

2nd: What am I adding (usually emotions and strongly believed thoughts)?

3rd: What am I leaving out (e.g., things we’re unaware of when we’re caught in ungratefulness,

 or some reaction)? Often, when we’re captured like that, we’re aware of very little of life.

  

 In addition to reflecting on the painful things, it’s important to have the counterbalance of

 practices that help activate the so-called “heart” qualities—kindness, compassion, empathy—

things that activate the natural generosity of the heart.

  

 With our aspiration and how-to tools, we’re more likely to discover what fuels gratitude and a

 glad spirit, both on our meditation seats, and in daily life.

  

 There’s also great value in having a practice aspiration statement—a short phrase to remind us

 of what keeps us practicing, and endeavoring to live increasingly from our deepest values, like

 gratefulness, a glad spirit, and waking up to reality, in small and large ways.

  

 Reflecting on all this, we can appreciate a poem by Hungarian poet Gyula Illyés: “I flit from

 perch to perch, in an ever-shrinking cage, the door of which is open, wide open.”
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By Elizabeth Hamilton

Zen Center San Diego
 zencentersandiego.org
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